Round 7
Hi,
The following is the Super Oldies Soccer weekly report:
Another Super week for us Oldies,
B Grade games kicked off with the first goal going Jade from Monday Knights. A pearla follow
through on the knee, beating the goalie one on one. The games last goal was by T Dicker with a
bullet goal, the ladies opened and finished with smashing form. Not So Athletico vs Optus Red Frogs
was a fast paced game. Col Baxter managed to fluff receiving the perfect pass in a open goal,
tripping on the ball and landing with his face over the line. Craig McDonald managed to trip over just
about everything. However with some players Not So Coordinated, they did pull ahead of Optus 4 to
2. Elders vs Laser Sharks was a very skilful game boasting an abundance of perfect passing. Pete
Taylor and Dave Anderson tried to lift their team but Laser Sharks were just too skilful leading 7 to 2.
A Grade started with Taxi Vader’s pulling ahead 4 to 3 of Butter Chicken in a tight game. The stand
out player being M Woods No.15. Old Guns vs Tradelink had a draw 1 to 1, with the referee
commenting on how Joanne Powell “Is still very good, with a big influence on the game”. River Rats
dominated Boral Rangers 4 to 0 with the game played in good spirit with good sports all around.
Oops vs South saw a “FAST WALKING pace game”. It was a neck and neck game with Webby coming
out from goal to push ahead, scoring on his 5th attempt at the goal post. Oops equalised the field in
the last 2 minutes. Total Graffiti vs CHS Training was nothing but quality passing mixed with shits and
giggles in the second half, great fun with great form. Total Graffiti pinched the match in the end 3 to
2. The Mob was not quite a mob with 7 players on the field against Grafton High with 11 players.
Regardless it was a great “Good Sports” game. Grafton high taking the game 7 to 0. Supremes vs
Shockers was a goal for goal game. Stand out goal went to J Brown, taking himself out tripping on
the ball but still ending with a goal. Shockers pinching a win 3 to 2. A classic match was played in
good spirit by Poles & Holes vs Grass Hoppers. Poles & Holes had multiple chances that could have
made the score 20 to 0. Troy from Poles and Holes scored a own goal making the final score 3 to 1.
Will Not Fit vs Campbell’s Cougars was a tight score 3 to 3. Stand out being Dave Bender who turned
the whole team inside out with great ball skills, then missing the open goal. The perfect balance.
Misfits vs Valley Signs resembled a game of Pong rather than a soccer match. It really changes a
game when key players from both sides are missing. Mick Turnbull score the only goal with B White
getting the referees vote for best player.
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